Technical I Safety Data Sheet Fybatex Panels
1.

DESCRIPTION -Cured polyester resin reinforced with Fibreglass chopped
strand mat.

2.

CLASSIFICATION -Not classified (non hazardous).

3.

FLAMMABILITY -Flash point N/A. Extinguishing media water, foam, C02, dry
powder.

4.

HEALTH & STORAGE -No hazard in normal use. Nuisance dust hazard when
cutting and grinding (irritation to mouth, nose, throat and skin).

5.

HANDLING & STORAGE -Possibility to static discharge when handling multiple
sheets, possibility of minor cuts from exposed edges.

6.

RECOMMENDATION -Flat sheets should be stored flat to avoid warpage. Flat
sheets should be carried vertical to avoid sag. Heavy duty rubber gloves should be
worn for handling to reduce problems of static and cuts. Good workshop practice
should be observed when cutting and grinding. Advice should be sought from
ventilation / extraction companies. Wear eye protection and dust masks if
appropriate when cutting etc.

7.

DISPOSAL -Dispose in accordance with local regulations. Primary method of
disposal is in municipal or industrial landfill.

8.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS -Advice should sought from SCANDIC COATING
SWEDEN prior to its products being used in food preparation areas or if they are
used in the manufacture of toys.

9.

LIABILITY -Information contained in the publication is accurate to the best of our
knowledge. SCANDIC COATING SWEDEN and/or its subsidiary companies do not
accept liability arising out of the use of this information or the use, application,
adaptation or processing of the products so desired.

10.

Remove all film before installation or one week after delivery.

11.

Keep panels flat where possible.

12.

Graffiti can be removed using standard solvents without the fear of smudging or
permanently marking the panel. Dirt and grime build up can be removed using hot
soapy water then dried with a clean cloth to remove any soap streaks.
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